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Fixed prosthetic option is the most accepted treatment desired by the patient in modern times. Malpositioned implant presents a challenge, especially during prosthetic
phase. The prosthetic achievement of various complex cases can be done by following appropriate procedure; one of which has been discussed in this report. The use
of transmucosal abutment with castable abutment is successful treatment option for
complex malposed single dental implant.

Introduction

In the present case report, prosthetic rehabilitation of
deeply seated implant is discussed.

In modern dental practice, the prosthodontists aim for better comfort, function, contour, aesthetics, speech, and health
of the stomatognathic system.1 More stress is given on the
replacement of first molars, which is the key stone dental
arches and become caries as it is the first tooth to erupt in
the oral cavity.
For completely and partially edentulous patients, implant
supported restoration is the choice of treatment.2 In literature for the replacement single missing tooth, 97% success
rate for 5-year follow-up is there.3
Osseo integration and loading protocol are the main
parameters in success of implants. Even after due treatment
planning, complication in the implant placement do occure.4.
During treatment planning for restorative phase, nonoptimal implant position is seen in three geometric planes, that
is, facial palatal angulation and depth and position of the
implant.5 The location, length, and angulation are the paramount factors for optimal implant supported prosthesis.
Even after proper osseointegration, there is a big challenge
to restore it if its location is not correct, which leads to failure
and affects the longevity of the prosthesis. To restore deeply
positioned dental implant sometimes becomes challenge to
prosthodontists and dental laboratory technicians.6

A 24-year-old female patient was referred to the department
of prosthodontics for prosthetic rehabilitation of a deeply
placed implant in the mandibular right first molar area
(►Fig. 1). Clinically and radiographically implant was nicely
healed and well osseointegrated.
The prosthetic rehabilitation with standard abutment was
difficult in this case as the implant was deeply seated.
After prescribed healing period for osseointegration, second stage surgery was performed to expose the implant with
an incision in the first molar area and healing abutment was
placed on the exposed implant for initial soft tissue healing
(►Fig. 2). After 2 weeks, the healing abutment was removed
and a healthy soft tissue cuff was formed around implant.
In this case, an open tray impression technique was used.
An impression post was screwed to the implant (►Fig. 3).
Open custom tray was fabricated. Base and catalyst paste of
condensation silicone Zetaplus Zhermack (Italy) was mixed
and loaded into a custom tray, and light body was injected
through syringe around impression transfer coping and some
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Fig. 3 Impression post connected to implant fixture.

Fig. 1 Deeply placed dental implant.

Fig. 2 Intraoral periapical radiograph confirming deeply placed implant.

Fig. 4 Final impression.

amount of light body was placed on the loaded material in the
region, which coincided with the implant and impression was
made in single step. Impression was removed from oral cavity and checked for surface details (►Fig. 4). An implant analog was screwed to the impression post and tightly secured at
its place to avoid any movement during this procedure.
Gingival mimic was created around the gingival portion
of the abutment with gingifast Zhermack (Italy). The impression was poured with class IV gypsum product (die stone
Kalabai Mumbai). For correction of deeply seated implant, a
castable abutment was used in this case (►Fig. 5). Finished
castable abutment was connected to the substructure as
transmucosal abutment. An intraperiapical radiograph was
taken to check the proper seating of the components. A screw
retained prosthesis was constructed over the castable abutment (►Fig. 6).

Discussion

Fig. 5 Castable abutment with screw retained prosthesis.

Ultimate long-term goal to successful implant treatment
can be achieved through well organized and thorough treatment plan, which ultimately leads to patient’s satisfaction.
Proper diagnosis and treatment planning to diagnose any
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complication beforehand is utmost important in implant
prosthodontics. Absolute and relative risk factors jeopardized
the success of implant predictability.7
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by laser welding. This will also provide proper healing of the
soft tissue, comfort, and convenience to the patient.11
The deeply seated implant is one of the most challenging
situations for the prosthodontist for prosthetic rehabilitation.
To overcome this situation in this case report, a transmucosal abutment was used that provide the marginal soft tissue
seal (cuff) to surround the implant. Screw retained prosthesis
was given to the patient.

Conclusion
Serious complications in implant placement are not common
and these situations can be avoided. Presurgical radiographs,
wax ups, and detail diagnosis and treatment planning can
avoid these problems. With the use of an extension of the
impression coping implant, depth effect could be compensated. Proper training for implantology should be done
for advance surgical and prosthetic rehabilitation of cases
requiring implant as a choice of treatment.

Fig. 6 Final prosthesis.
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